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1.1  Basics of the control of floor heatings 

In addition to the central flow control, which is controlled via the heat 

source, underfloor heatings also have to boast a single room control 

unit. This single room control unit measures the actual room tempera-

ture with the help of a sensor and controls the set point temperature 

via the respective switch actuators. The energy saving potentials which 

are resulting from an adequate control, which is adjusted to the whole 

system are tremendous. Savings of up to 20% are possible. Noticeable 

savings can also be achieved with the standard control systems.

Therefore, the room temperature control of a floor heating and cooling 

system serves the following purposes:
 W Lowest energy consumption with highest possible residential 

comfort
 W Realisation of the required set-point temperatures in the rooms  

and constant maintenance
 W Quick response to varying external and internal burdens, such as 

solar radiation

The following versions are available for the x-net control:
 W Standard room control unit as cost-effective version
 W Comfort control unit with various adjustment possibilities and  

intelligent control performance

1.1.1  Legal regulation for the single room control

When planning the facilities which are subject to control technology, 

the legal norms and regulations have to be observed. Article 4 §14 

EnEV (Germany’s Energy Saving Ordinance) contains the following 

requirement: “When being fitted into a building the heating systems 

with water as heat medium have to be equipped with independently 

operating devices for room-by-room control of the room temperature. 

Floor heatings in rooms with an effective area smaller than 6 m² are 

exempt from this obligation. With exception of residential buildings, 

a group control for several rooms of the same kind and utilisation is 

permitted.”

1.1.2  The self-control effect of a floor heating

The self-control effect of a floor heating operates independently of the 

facilities, which are subject to control technology and influences the 

heat distribution to the room immediately. Due to the power output 

of a heated area being approximately proportional to the temperature 

difference between the heated area and the room temperature, the 

power output of the floor heating decreases if the room temperature 

increases. If the room temperature decreases, the output of the floor 

heating system increases analogously. The influence of the self-control 

effect on the power output of the heating system is higher, the closer 

the average surface temperature is to the room temperature. There-

fore, the self-control effect is particularly beneficial in well-insulated 

new buildings. For instance, if the room air temperature with a floor 

surface temperature of 22 °C increases from 20 °C to 21 °C due to 

solar radiation in the room, the thermal output reduces by half. Vice 

versa the reduction of the room temperature implicates an increase of 

the power output. With the help of a single room control the differ-

ence between the heating and the cooling area temperature and the 

room temperature is reduced. The lower this temperature difference, 

the better is the self-control effect. This means that the self-control 

effect is most effective in combination with a single room control unit.

1. Basics of the control technology
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1.2.1  2-point control

The easiest and most cost-effective version of a control is the 2-point 

control. 2-point means, that the control signalises the control valve 

the positions “open” or “close”. These control units are especially 

used, if a precise compliance of the pre-set value is not as relevant as 

keeping the control as simple and solid as possible. An exact control 

is not possible, due to the fact that the control unit only knows two 

conditions. This leads to over- and undershoots. The classic bi-metal 

control unit is a 2-point control.

Example:

The set point of the room temperature is 21 °C. The Hysteresis, which 

is the value if there is no control, is ± 1 °C. As shown in the illustra-

tion, the system reheats, even if the valve is closed. This leads to 

overshoots. Especially strong overshoots appear after increasing the 

set-point temperature. For particularly slow heating systems especially 

strong overshoots appear and, therefore, it is not recommended for 

use.

Control performance 2-point control

1.2  The different control versions 

To understand the x-net control systems the usual control versions in 

heating and climate technology are specified below.

There are various possibilities to control heating and cooling systems, 

the three most frequently used possibilities will be clarified at this 

point. Each of these three versions has advantages and disadvantages 

or is suitable for slow and/or fast heat medium systems. 
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Control performance PI control with PWM output Control performance continuous control

1.2.2  PI-control with PWM output (quasi-continuous control)

For the PWM control (pulse width modulating control) the valve is 

always open for a pre-set cycle period. That means that with a cycle 

period of e.g. 30 minutes and a calculated manipulated variable of 

30%, the valve is open for 9 minutes and closed within the remaining 

21 minutes of the cycle period. This control procedure is a common 

practice for slow heating systems, such as floor heatings, but other 

heating and cooling systems can be controlled very accurately as well.

Depending on the set-point and the actual temperature, the period 

during which the valve has to be open (manipulated variable) is 

calculated by an algorithm, which is saved within the control unit and 

passed on to the switch actuator of the valve. Just as with the 2-point 

control the valve always opens or closes completely.

1.2.3  Continuous control (PI- control)

For the PI-control (proportional integral control) the control sends 

a signal to the switch actuator. Unlike the previous versions, the 

actuator is driven continuously, that means that the valve moves to 

intermediate positions as well. For this control version special switch 

actuators have to be used. Those are significantly more expensive 

than open-close switch actuators (dimensions 1 to 4). Due to possible 

uneven heating with not completely opened valves, the use of this 

system is not recommended for floor heatings. The continuous control 

process is perfectly suitable for quickly reacting heating and cooling 

systems, but unfortunately significantly more expensive.

Example:

The upper diagram in this example shows the calculated manipulated 

variable and the lower diagram specifies the position of the switch 

actuator over a period of time. On the abscissa the cycle period of 

30 minutes is marked, which repeatedly starts. At the beginning the 

control calculates an opening period of 10% and 20% in the second 

cycle period. Subsequently the stipulated set temperature is increased. 

In this case the cycle period does not start again, however, the control 

unit reacts immediately to the new manipulated variable and opens 

the actuator. In the next cycles the actual value slowly gets closer to 

the adjusted set point temperature, which is recognisable by shorter 

opening periods of the actuator.

Example:

The upper diagram shows the calculated manipulated variable. To 

prevent frequent switching, the actuator only receives a signal by the 

control, if the manipulated variable changes by a pre-set value (control 

deviation). The lower diagram shows the valve position. It can be 

recognised, that the valve also drives any intermediate position and 

stays in its position if it receives no signal.
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The Kermi x-net standard control aims to ensure a good price-per-

for mance ratio. Furthermore the standard control should be easy to 

install and use.

To meet any requirement, three different controls are available. 

2.1  Componets standard control 

Kermi x-net wall mounting control LCD 230 V

The highest equipment level of the standard control unit is the wall 

control with display. Its main strength is the PI control performance 

with the PWM output. Therefore, this standard control is the most 

efficient in the category of standard controls. 

Furthermore it provides the following functions:
 W High-quality display which displays the actual temperature,  

operation condition and time
 W Automatic mode
 W Night mode
 W Operation lock
 W Antifreeze protection
 W Valve protection
 W Simple language-neutral operation
 W Temperature range adjustable
 W Eco-operation/night setback via input for external timer

Kermi x-net wall mounting control 230 V

A classic and cost-effective bimetal control with a 2-point control per-

formance. Suitable for installation on wall or on a flush-mounted box. 

Further functions are:
 W Temperature range adjustable
 W Thermal feedback, i.e. a small-sized heating resistor is built into the 

control. This heating resistor simulates the sensor a higher tempera-

ture. This is necessary to prevent excessive overshoot, the switch 

actuators close earlier and prevent a too strong temperature rise.

Kermi x-net in-wall control 230 V

A classic and cost-effective bimetal control with a 2-point control 

performance. Suitable for in-wall installation, can be integrated in the 

most switch programmes. 

Further programmes are:
 W Temperature range adjustable
 W Thermal feedback

2. x-net standard control

Kermi x-net wall mounting control LCD 230 V

Kermi x-net wall mounting control 230 V

Kermi x-net in-wall control 230 V
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Clamping rail

A new clamping rail in two different equipment versions is available 

for the three controls of the x-net standard control. The advantages 

of a clamping rail are the clear structure and the easy installation of 

the wiring. Furthermore any Kermi clamping rails have a strain relief 

compliant with standards (DIN EN 60730-1) and can, therefore, also 

be mounted outside the terminal cabinet. The following chart states 

the two different equipment versions of the clamping rail. 

The common features of the clamping rails are: 
 W Operation voltage: 230 V
 W Up to 6 heating zones possible
 W Up to 18 switch actuators possible
 W Quick and simple installation due to high-value clamping  

connections
 W Integrated strain relief
 W Integrated overload protection
 W Suitable for wall installation or top-hat rail
 W Input for external timer switch (2 zones possible)

Clamping rail of the standard control with pump shutdown up to 10 room thermostats

Clamping rail of the standard control

Description

Product  code

Kermi x-net clamping rail  
without pump shutdown 

 SFEKL001230

Kermi x-net clamping rail  
with pump shutdown  

SFEKL002230

Kermi x-net clamping rail  
with pump shutdown  

 SFEKL003230

Connection external timer b b b

Heating b b b

Cooling – b b

Input temperature limiter / dew point sensor – b b

Input for Change Over (Heating-Cooling) – b b

Pump / heating shutdown – b b

Number of switch actuators 15 15 18

Number of room thermostats 6 6 10

Maximum nominal load of all switch actuators 24 W

Pump/
Heating control

Connection dew point sensor/ 
temperature limiter

Connection option external timer switch

Norm compliant
strain relief

comfortable
top-hat rail installation

Language-neutral
symbolism

Up to 21 switch actuators
for 10 room thermostats

(Consider maximum switching capacity)

Easy installation

Connection Change-Over
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Switch actuators

Three different switch actuators are available for the Kermi x-net 

standard control. The Kermi x-net switch actuators are available in a 

24 V and a 230 V version with the so-called “first open function” for 

easier installation, as well as with a function and monitoring display. 

Furthermore, the closing period of 3 minutes is very short and the 

power consumption with 1 W per switch actuator is very low. The third 

x-net switch actuator with economic equipment is only available as 

a 230 V version. This switch actuator does not boast the “first open 

function”, has no display and the power consumption at a 6-minute 

closing period per actuator is 2 W. However, this switch actuator is 

slightly more cost-effective.

Connection image of the clamping rail SFEKL001230 with the room control unit

Description
Product  code

x-net switch actuator
SFESA024000 / SFESA230000

x-net switch actuator 230 V economic 
SFESA230002

Operating voltage SFESA024000  24 V / SFESA230000 230 V 230 V
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Connection image of the extended clamping rail SFEKL002230 with the room control unit
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The Kermi x-net comfort control is an intelligent control unit with 

various application possibilities. The comfort control is a new and 

universal single-room control system in complete equipment for 

heating and cooling applications. Various inputs and outputs as well 

as measurement control and regulation functions ensure an optimal 

cooperation with external devices and systems. The advantages of  

the control are:: 

Universal applicability
 W No matter if used in detached and multi-family houses, industrial 

buildings or even in public buildings 

Intelligent control technology
 W Self-learning control system with PWM output and a load balanc-

ing, and, thereby, reaching a continuous full utilisation of the wiring 

system

High versatility
 W Many adjustable parameters can be set, activated or deactivated 

and adapted at the base station, regardless of whether its pump or 

boiler control, NO/NC of the valves or heating and cooling function 

The functional design and the appealing appearance of the 

room control units
 W Simple design, with or without display and timeless optics

Interfaces at the base station
 W Via the base station many external devices such as circulation pump 

or heat source can be controlled directly. Moreover, any base station 

can be connected with a router via a physical LAN interface. The 

connection via the integrated virtual XML interface with the Kermi 

x-center base Smart Home is optionally possible

Web-based control and monitoring
 W An access to the comfort control is possible via the LAN interface, 

no matter if you are at home or on the go, or if you use your mobile 

phone or a laptop 

Standard-conforming stain relief
 W Due to the standard-conforming strain relief (DIN EN 60730-1)  

the base station can also be positioned at the outside of the 

distribution cabinet

Future security
 W Updates are easy to realise with the help of the integrated  

SD card slot

3. x-net comfort control

Components x-net comfort control

Kermi x-net room control units

with display, without display, 

public version.

Kermi x-net base station as wired  

and radio version.

Kermi x-net switch actuator depending on base 

station version 24 V or 230 V.
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3.1 Functions of the control 

Unlike the standard control, the actual control is included in the base 

station and not in the room control units. These merely send a data 

package and the base station processes the data. The control is a 

PI control with a PWM output. The special feature of the comfort 

control is that at the temporal activation, the switch actuators are not 

controlled simultaneously, but temporally shifted. This is called load 

balancing. By this it is achieved that the wiring system is continuously 

working to capacity and a continuous flow of the heating medium  

is ensured. This is of great advantage especially for the operation of 

heat pumps.

Another advantage of the comfort control is the fact that it is an intel-

ligent (self-learning) control. That means that the system remembers 

the thermal characteristics of the rooms after a learning period (within 

two to three days of the heating period). It memorises if a room is 

heating up faster than another (e.g. larger) room. This feature of  

the control is triggered by parallel shift of the P-band and prevents  

a temperature overshoot. The self-learning effect is particularly  

beneficial if there are external disturbances. For example when 

windows are open, the control reacts to an abrupt temperature drop 

which is associated herewith.  

In comparison to the bi-metal control with 2-point control  

performance, the comfort control enables energy savings of up to 

20%. Consequently the additional costs amortise within a few  

heating periods.

Steady volume flow due to load balancing of the comfort control
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3.2 Components of the comfort control

All components of the comfort control are introduced in the  

following section. The comfort control consists of:

Room control units
 W Kermi room control unit with display (radio or wired)
 W Kermi room control unit without display (radio or wired)
 W Kermi room control unit as public version (radio or wired)

Kermi base stations
 W Kermi base station radio 24 V as 4, 8 and 12 channel
 W Kermi base station radio 230 V as 4, 8 and 12 channel
 W Kermi base station wired (BUS) 230 V as 8 channel

Switch actuators 
 W Kermi x-net switch actuator 24 V or 230 V

3.2.1 Room control units

The room control unit with and without display serves as a device  

for interaction with the base station. Both for the radio and for the 

BUS system the bidirectional transfer of data between the devices  

assures a secure transfer of room data and operation status data  

as well as a comfortable system programming.

Kermi room control unit with display (radio and wired)

Both the system-specific and the room-specific programming and  

adjustments are made via the room control unit with display, further-

more a precise temperature sensor is integrated. The LC display has 

easily comprehensible images and allows optimal readability in  

whichever position it is read. The handling and navigation is made 

via the control button with rotary-push mechanism and fine-dynamic 

click-stop. Comfort functions such as holiday, party and presence 

mode are available. Thus, the process of the control operation is 

influenced individually. The Kermi room control unit with display is 

available in various versions (with remote sensor, without remote 

sensor). The BUS version has a background lighting, however, the 

battery-powered versions (battery lifetime: 2 years) have no back-

ground lighting in order to save power.

Function 

For the comfort of the user and in order to optimise energy usage, 

numerous system functions and parameters can be adjusted via the 

room control unit. There are three menu levels

 W Menu level 1:  

lifestyle functions for the end user as standard setting range
 W Menu level 2:  

parameters as setting range for end users and specialists
 W Menu level 3:  

service for technicians and specialists

to ensure that no important adjustments are accidentally changed. 

Even a separated reset to factory setting of parameter and service 

level is possible. Furthermore, the technician’s area (service) is secured 

against unauthorised access via a PIN (the PIN is: 1234).

Kermi x-net room control unit with display
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Menüebenen der Raumbediengeräte mit Display

Lifestyle functions Parameters  Service

 

 

 

W Party function for hourly deactivation 
 of the temperature setback

W Presence for usage of the heating time 
 programmes at the weekend and also for 
 working days (e.g. illness or holiday at home)

W Operation modes day, night, automatic

W Switching off of the room control unit and 
 thereby control operation (Antifreeze protec-
 tion function is automatically activated)

W Holiday mode for setback to a pre-set holiday 
 temperature and thereby energy savings

W Child protection against accidental 
 adjustment and misuse 

W Selection of predefined lifestyle time 
 programmes (randomly adjustable via 
 online-parameterisation-tool)

W Separated selection of the set-point 
 temperature for different programmes 
 such as day, night, ECO and holiday

W Adjustment of the floor temperature 
 (only with floor sensor version)

W Limiting of the adjustable room temperature

W Date & time for the entire system 

W Display of the software versions of the 
 room control unit, base station and web 
 surface of the base station

W Reset of the user parameters

W Secured against unauthorised access via PIN

W Individual and optimal set-up of the system 
 via system parameters such as

 –  Adjustment of the used heating system 
  for any zone (e.g. floor heating, radiator, 
  convector, etc.)

 –  Locking of the switch outputs of a zone 
  depending on the activated operation 
  mode (heating/cooling)

 –  Active switching between heating/cooling

 –  Smart start function activation/deactivation

 –  Control lock with/without PIN

 –  Adjustment of the correction of the 
  acquisition of the actual value

 –  Global switching of the desired effect of 
  the system (normally open, normally closed)

 –  Adjustment of the antifreeze protection 
  temperature

 –  Closing of heating/cooling for 
  individual zones

 –  Changeover Celsius/Fahrenheit

 –  Adjustment of numerous pump and 
  boiler parameters
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Kermi room control units without display

The Kermi room control unit without display provides high-value and 

timeless optics and harmoniously fits in any room not only because of 

the flat design. It offers an optimal price-performance ratio for rooms 

in which merely an optimal temperature control without the comfort 

functions is required. There is a temperature sensor included in the 

room control unit to assure ideal temperature control. However, if a 

central set-point adjustment is planned, the room control unit 

with display has to be used, because this is not possible with 

the room control unit without display.

Kermi room control unit public version

The public version is similarly structured to the room control unit 

without display. However, the difference is that this version is not 

adjustable from the outside. To adjust the required set-point tempera-

ture the cover and the frontal cover component have to be removed. 

Located inside is an adjusting wheel which displays the temperature. 

Furthermore, the set-point temperature can also be changed via 

central access.

Kermi x-net room control unit without display Kermi x-net room control unit public version

Kermi room control unit public version

Gehäuse Set-Knopf SollwertstellerAbdeckkappe

Set-point adaption with the room control unit
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Function

 

The room control unit can comfortably be operated using a rotary con-

trol boasting a clearly legible scale from 1 to 5. By simple rotation the 

required set-point temperature can be adjusted by the user. To adapt 

the set-point temperature the rotary control can be removed and a 

provided set point limiter can be inserted. This enables a set-point 

adjustment of -2 K to 2 K in increments of 0,5 K. Cover Casing Set button Set point limiter
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3.2.2 Kermi base station  

The Kermi base station is the key component of an intelligent room- 

by-room control and guarantees maximum comfort and energy  

efficiency for floor heating.

The Kermi base station is available as 24 V and 230 V version with 

4, 8 and 12 zones as radio version and with 230 V, 8 zones for wired 

version. The base stations are the intelligent control and connection 

units of the system, which are responsible for centralised information 

processing and communication with any system components.  

They capture and realise numerous measurement data for individual, 

energy efficient temperature control in any room. The radio or BUS 

technology guarantees a secure, bi-directional communication be-

tween the allocated room control units, base stations and connected 

power units. The advanced system software meets any requirement  

of current and future systems. Adjustments can be made comfortably 

via a SD card slot. 

Due to the virtual XML interface an unproblematic integration in  

Kermi x-center base Smart Home system is possible (SW state: 2.02). 

The connection is made via the LAN interface, which has to be 

connected to the x-center base. If no Kermi Smart Home solution is 

applied, there is the possibility to integrate the Kermi comfort control 

into the building-internal Ethernet. The integrated web-application 

offers a comfortable and central control of the single room control 

via PC and/or Smartphone as well as via the internet, if the comfort 

control is connected to the on-site router. It has to be considered that 

any base station is connected to the router. A central connection of 

all base stations by only one base station is not possible, because 

the range of the internal system BUS (syBUS) is not sufficient for the 

amount of data, which is transferred via the Ethernet.

The Kermi base station

Easy installation and commissioning

1 2

5 6

3 4

Functions 

Mounting

Easy installation of the base station
 W thanks to strain relief the base station can also be installed  

on the outside of the manifold cabinet

Quick connection of the room control units
 W Wired devices are connected via a 2 wire BUS which is protected 

against polarity reversal. Radio devices merely are to be mounted 

to the wall and allocated to the base station by pressing the set-

button.
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System functions of all models

Wired

Coupling of a maximum of 7 base stations via bus line
 W safe communication between the base stations via  

system BUS (syBUS)
 W Forwarding of change-over signals (e.g. heating/cooling)  

and operation statuses (boiler/pump)

Safe communication via BUS line
 W for a safe communication between the room control units  

and the base stations via room BUS (rmBUS)

Voltage supply for connected room control units
 W no battery change required
 W optimal for new construction and renovation objects

Simple pairing at the touch of a button
 W fast allocation of room  control units to the required heating zones

Programming and control via the room control unit BUS with 

display
 W kcomfortable commissioning of the system without auxiliary material
 W all functions accessible via menus at the room control unit BUS with 

display
 W reset to factory settings of the corresponding heating zone via room 

control unit BUS with display

Radio 

Bi-directional 868 MHz radio technology
 W for a safe communication between the room control units and base 

stations
 W long range with minimum radio load (ca 25 m in buildings)
 W transmission of status and warning messages to the room  

control units

Minimum cabling efforts thanks to radio system
 W optimal for new construction and redevelopment projects
 W saving of installation time and costs

Wired system

 

Radio system
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Web functions  

Integration into the home network
 W quick and easy implementation into the home network
 W system interface for superior control systems

Integration into Kermi Smart Home with x-center base
 W plug, search with x-center base, get started (plug and play)

Control via PC/smartphone
 W comfortable parametrisation and configuration of the systems  

via notebook, smartphone or tablet
 W maximum comfort feeling in every room

Remote access to the entire installation
 W comfortable remote access to all functions and parameters  

of the installation
 W rendezvous server for the realisation of a secure and direct  

connection via the internet

Maximum comfort due to web application
 W intuitive web interface for comprehensive overview
 W complete control over all functionsn

Individual software application
 W customer-specific software solutions/parametrisations for an 

optimal adjustment of your overall system including unique  

selling points
 W visual differentiation of the software interface by integration  

of your logo and adaptation of colours to your corporate design

Kermi x-center base: Smart Home
 W integration into the Kermi home automation system with  

XML interfaces
 W easy communication via an available IP based network
 W ideal system integration via x-center base

Connectivity

 

Ready for the future thanks to micro SD card slot
 W quick upload, backup and transmission of system parameters
 W upload of time programmes such as work/rest days, all days the 

same, special programme
 W conversion of base stations from Celsius to Fahrenheit
 W parametrisation for NC or NO actuators
 W deactivation of valve and pump protection function

Micro SD card slot

 

Web functions
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Regulation and control functions  

Zone versions 
 W perfect for the use in detached and multi-family houses
 W connection of up to two switch actuators per zone
 W grouping of several heating circuits with only one room control unit 

in large rooms

Comfortable plug-in/clamping technology
 W quick connection of up to 18 actuators
 W minimum effort for the integration of the pump control,  

of a humidity sensor and control of a boiler

Pilot function for heating and cooling via the boiler outlet
 W manual toggle of the overall system between the operating modes 

heating and cooling

Toggle between heating and cooling via external signal
 W supply of an external signal via potential-free contact

Dew point monitoring via potential-free contact
 W against mould formation and damage of the building structure  

by dew water

Reverse effect of the switch actuators
 W NC: normally closed or NO: normally open

Integrated pump module including pump protection function
 W pump activation via potential-free contact
 W starting and follow-up delay predefined with 2 minutes  

(parameterisable)
 W cyclical switching of the pump in order to avoid damage  

during longer times of standstill

Connection for safety temperature limiter
 W prevents excessive flow temperatures of floor heatings in order to 

protect sensitive floor coverings

Emergency operation
 W cyclical triggering of the actuators of a zone if no signal is received 

from it for a prolonged time
 W prevents a complete cooling of the affected heating zone

Antifreeze protection
 W avoids the freezing of lines during times without temperature 

control (e.g. in case of absence)

Floor temperature monitoring
 W ensures a minimum surface temperature in case of external heat 

input if floor sensors are used (wired) with the room control unit

Valve protection function at all outputs
 W cyclical triggering of actuators (parameterisable)
 W avoids the clogging of valves in times without temperature control

Smart start function
 W with self-learning effect
 W automatic calculation of required heating lead and follow-up times
 W exact provision of the temperature desired by the user at the set point 

of time with as low energy consumption as possible
 W no over-heating of rooms

Operation and indication 

Programming and operation via pushbuttons 
 W comfortable programming and operation of base stations via  

pushbuttons (always accessible even when the cover is closed)

Clearly arranged, always well visible LED status indications for
 W operating status (on/off)
 W fuse
 W cooling mode
 W warning message in case of thawing
 W control direction of the switching outputs  

(NO: normally open / NC: normally closed)
 W system pairing*
 W system errors
 W one status LED per heating zone
 W RBG pairing*
 W for radio: Poor reception
 W for radio: Low battery

* Pairing = reciprocal log in / connection among the devices 

Display
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Connections and outputs

 W proven cable guidance and strain relief of the Kermi product family
 W plugged and clamped terminals for solid and flexible cables  

0,5 - 1,5 mm²
 W micro SD card slot for updates and settings

Inputs:
 W change over (CO) (potential-free contact)
 W dew point sensor (potential-free contact)
 W setback (ECO operation)
 W safety temperature limiter

Outputs:
 W heat generator/change over
 W pump (also for high efficiency pumps)

Further connections:
 W switch actuators
 W mains connection
 W mains connection tap (e.g. for supply of a pump)  

only for 230 V versions
 W system BUS for coupling of several base stations
 W external antenna RJ 12 (only base station radio)
 W ethernet

Connections and outputs

3.2.3 Kermi external antenna

If the radio base station is installed in an unfavourable place and  

the room control units have no or not enough reception, it is recom-

mended to use an external antenna. This antenna is delivered with  

a 5 m cable (not extendable) and is supposed to be installed as  

centrally as possible. By plugging the external antenna in the  

connection of the base station, the antenna, which is built into the 

base station, is deactivated. The range of the antenna in buildings is 

about 25 m, but this is very much dependent on obstacles (e.g. walls).

3.2.4 Kermi Repeater

The Kermi repeater boosts the radio signal of the radio base station. 

This makes a higher range of the radio signal possible, very much 

depending on the local circumstances. As reference a 25 m extension 

is possible. The repeater is supplied together with a plug-in power 

supply and simply has to be connected to a 230 V socket.

To connect the repeater with the room control units the devices  

have to be paired (pairing). To do that, the button of the repeater  

has to be pressed for about 5 seconds until the green LED flashes. 

After that, the button of the room control unit has to be pressed  

until “SET” shows up.  

A combined use of an external antenna and the repeater is not  

recommended, due to possible interruptions of the functions.

The external antenna for the radio base station

Repeater for the radio base station
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3.3  EZR-Home Manager – control the floor heating –  

wherever you are

The Kermi x-net comfort control can (but does not have to) be con-

nected to the internet with the help of a router from wherever you are. 

Thus all settings and actual values can be checked and controlled.  

This function is perfectly suitable for larger buildings such as public 

facilities. This allows centralised total control over the system.

First of all, the consumer has to sign up at the website  

http://ezr-home.de/ to use this web function. After that he is always 

able to have access to the comfort control from this site or via  

web app.

To finally use this function, after registration the connection to the 

base station has to be established and the cloud function has to be 

activated. To do that all base stations have to be connected to the 

router with a LAN cable. After that the web browser has to be opened 

and the IP address of the router has to be entered into the address 

field. This address can be looked up at the user surface of the router. 

Now the home screen of the comfort control opens. On the “System 

setup” tab the user name and the password, with which the user is 

registered at the website EZR-home.de have to be entered.

The comfort control with its web function

Activation of the cloud function via web browser

Kermi x-net control
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3.4 Special features of the control in cooling operation

For cold water distribution it is necessary to distinguish between  

two- and four-pipe systems.

The necessary control components (e.g. three-way valves) have to  

be provided on site.

Two-pipe-system
 W The pipe system, which consists of flow and return, is used for both 

operation modes (heating/cooling). Between the operation modes 

there is a central toggling in order to heat or cool a building.

Four-pipe system
 W A flow and return pipe is available for each operation mode.  

This makes an independent heating or cooling of single rooms or 

specific zones possible. Short toggling cycles between heating and 

cooling cause unnecessary waste of energy due to the high storage 

capacity of the screed. This has to be considered in the control con-

cept the four-pipe system in conjunction with floor heating/cooling.

We recommend the use of 24 V versions for cooling, because  

the Kermi x-net dew point sensor is designed for this voltage. In case 

of using the 230 V version, the dew point sensor has to be provided 

on site.
 W The Kermi x-net dew point sensor has to be installed at the flow in 

the manifold cabinet.

If an external change over signal is used, the overall system switches 

between heating and cooling depending on the signal.

If no external change over signal is available, the internal pilot  

function of the base station can be used for the overall system to 

switch between the operation modes heating and cooling.

In this case a relay, which is used by the base station for switching, 

goes into action.

Exclusion of partial surfaces

Due to the following reasons it might be necessary to exclude single 

rooms or circuits from the cooling operation.

High humidity
 W Rooms which are likely to have high humidity, e.g. bathrooms and 

kitchens should be excluded from the cooling operation.

Floor coverings which are sensitive to moisture
 W Rooms with floor coverings which are sensitive to moisture, e.g. 

natural fibre or parquet have to be excluded, if, due to the operation 

conditions, a high relative humidity has to be expected.

Contact temperature
 W Rooms (e.g. bathrooms, children’s playrooms) in which a floor  

surface temperature below the room temperature level is not 

requested due to comfort reasons are to be excluded as well.

With the comfort control the locking of the switch outputs depending 

on the activated operation mode (heating/cooling) is possible without 

any problems. This function can be set either at the room control unit 

with display (service level) or via the web surface on the website EZR-

home.de

External change over signal
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Kermi x-net control
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Comfort control with 230 V version with BUS system
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Connection image of the comfort control 230 V with BUS

Important information: room control units can be registered for only one base station (pairing). The transfer of data packages of the room 

control units via the system BUS is not possible! Thus, the room control units of the zones which have to be controlled by the base station, have 

to be related to the respective base station.

Kermi x-net control
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Comfort control 24V with radio system
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Connection image of the comfort control 24 V radio version

Important information: room control units can be registered for only one base station (pairing). The transfer of data packages of the room 

control units via the system BUS is not possible! Thus, the room control units of the zones which have to be controlled by the base station, have 

to be related to the respective base station.

Kermi x-net control
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Further information

For further information such as instruction manuals, installation manu-

als or concerning the setup of the EZR manager of the Kermi x-net 

control, please see http://ezr-home.de/. This website provides  

all documents for free download.

Kermi x-net documents on EZR-home.de


